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ABSTRACT 

At Auburn University's Space Power lnst~tute (SPI), 
researchers have developed an affordable 
technique to duplicate the types of impacts 
observed on spacecraft, including the Shuttle. Tbo 
SPI team has certified a Mypervelocity Impact Facility 
(HiF) which propels particulates using capac~tor- 
driven electric gun techniques. The fully operational 
fac~lity provides a flux of p a ~ d e s  In the 10-100 
micron diameter range w~th e velocity distribution 
covering the space debris and interplanetary dust 
partkle environment (in the range of 3 to 13 h,n/s). 
Measurements made in the HIF of particle size, 
composition, impact angle. and velocity distributic- 
mdicate that all such parameters Carl be controlled in 
a spec~fied, tailored test designed for or by the user. 
Un~que aiagnostics enable researchers to fully 
describe the impact, prcvrding an evaluation of the 
"targets." wh~le under full power or load. In this 
facility, industrial users regularly evaluate space 
hardware, including solar cells, coatings, and 
materials, exposing selected port~ons of space- 
qualified items to a wide range of impact events and 
environmental condit~ons. Benefits to industr~al and 
DOD users include corroboration of data obtained 
from impact events, flight s~nulat~on of designs 
intended for space, accelerated aglnc of systems, 
and development of manufacturing techniques. In a 
series of HIF exper~mental shots, researchers 
duplicate, at modest cost, mary years of 
accumulated space deb.1~ damage on spacecraft 
systems. This HIF is a t, ue "gun for hire!" 

INTSODUCTION 

The SPl's hyperveiocity impact facility was initially 
placed into service in mid-1991 w~th a NASA grant. 
Its puvose Has to study the efiects of impacts upon 
space materials, coatings, and power systems under 
development by NASA. The facility's capab~lities 
have grown, alonj with the experience of its 
des~gners, to a point where the "gun" now 
possesses a capability to conduct micro meteoroid 
and micro particle debris impact effects studies 
tadored to the needs of mdividual users. It has been 

n ~ t e d  that man-made debris is prevalent in certain 
orbits and altitudes as a result of man's frequent use 
of those regimes to maintain and maneuver satellite 
systems. Some researchers contend that impact 
effec!s of man-made debris may be distinguished 
from cosmic particulate effects (1). Additionally, 
hypervelocity impacts by micro particles are potential 
initiators of electrical breakdown of space systems. 
Several sources have compiled s'rer 50 racorded 
instances of iailure and the most pr~bable causes for 
failure. Many of those failures have been !he result 
of spacecraft chargmg and discharging phenomena 
and debris impact (2). The breakdowr/ctructuraI 
damage problem occurs as a result of the relatively 
enormous amount of energy released at the 
moment of impact of the micro particle with a satsll~te 
subsystem (F~gure 3). The kinetc energy of micro 
particles create extensive damage, far In excess of 
particle dimens~ons or mass. This physical 
phenomena 1s discussed in Reference 3, including a 
discussion of impact-induced micro-plasma 
production and its negative effects upon high 
voltage power systems In LEO. Ultimately, a safe, 
accurate, low-cost, a r . ~  pred~ctably repeatable 
mechanism was needed to s~mulate the micro 
meteor~~d damage scenario in the laboratory. W~th 
fi~ancial assistance from NASA and user contracts, 
Auburn's "gun for h~re" was developed to meet an 
emerglng space research requirement. 

DISCUSS ION 

Descri~tlon of Facilitv & Ca~abil i t ie~ 

Qvervrew. The Auburn HIF is one of two in 
the world with the capability to accelerate micro 
particles, the other being located in Hahn, Germany. 
The Auburn facility is unlque in several respects. It 
launches 20 - 50 micro ?articles at a time, ensures 
multiple impacts per shot, operates as a plasma drag 
device, and is exceptiorrally "cleao " In general, the 
facility is best utilized w~th planar target specimens, 
although curved surfaces have been impacted and 
the inpact craters evaluated with some measurable 
success. Spec~al imaging techniques were 
designed and incorporated into the diagnostic suite 



f o ~  those curved surfaces. The HIF technique of 
acceleration has several advantages over extsting 
h)pervelocrty impact techniques, namely, 

It can accelerate multiple prolectiles in a single 
shot, thus producing an "aging effect" due to 
multiple damage sites. 

It can fire multiple shcts without breaking vacuum 
on the specimen, enhancing the aging effect and 
reducing the time before test firings. 

Specially-designed diagnostics allow the 
researchers to identify individual impact sites and 
related velocities of ~mpact. 

SEMIEDX analyses are done  routine!^ for users. 

Shots are tdilored to the specific needs of the 
user. 

Facilitv Descrl-. The target chamber is 
spacious. measuring 1.45 meier ii; diameter by 2.0 
meters in length. Large set-ups are possible, 
including :xamination ~f powered subsystems 
operating in a LEO environment just prior to impact. 
There are numerous diagnostic ports, instrument 
feed-through stations, and specimen assembly 
racks. Both stainless steel chambers, the launcher 
and target chhmbers, may be pumped d~wr !  
tndependently, and even operated as separate test 
facilities rf the need arises. The primary advantage of 
the two chambers IS that it allows reconfigurztion or 
rebuilding of the gun fir~ng mechanism (launcher) 
without the disadvantage of breaking vacuum on the 
target chamber. This feature perrnrts multipie shots 
against a single specimen target. 

Ooeration. The HIF utilizes the thelmal 
expansion of a plasma tc accelerate micro particles in 
the size range 10pm - 400pm diameter. The system 
is described in deteil elsewhere along with its typical 
operational sequence [4' 'he plasma exit velocity 

. i at the muzzle has been ..,easured at velocities in 
excess of 40 kmls using high-speed photograp3ic 
techniques (IMACON 72C) image converter camera). 
The resultant velocity distribution of micro-particles is 
dependent on the combination of stored energy, 
particle size and density, and the number of particles 
under acceleration. The launcher is housed in a 
vacuum chamber pumped to a pressure of -10'6 torr 
(=I .33xlom4 Pa). The mic:~ particles and residual 
launcher-drive gas pass along a 6.75m Img flight 
tube to the larger evacuated torr) chamber 
\.here they are allowed to impact the target 
specimen or system under test. Electrical tsola:ion is 
achieved by the fact rhat all Gun electrical zctivity has 

subsided before particle impact occurs in :he target 
chamber. Furthermore, the hot plasma drtve has 
relaxed and cooled and is captured by a series of 
baffles placed in the flight line. As a result, 
cleanliness is exceptional for a launcher system of 
this type. A final pre-impact baffie wlth an aperture 
correctly sized and positioned to control the impact 
site location may be inserted into the flight line. 
Masks are sometimes employed to provide 'control' 
specimens or surfaces. 

l & g n o s t i ~ .  The primary diagnostic tor 
these tests is a Hadland-Photonics MACON 790 
Image Converter Camera. The MACON is utilized in 
streak mode to detect the incident mlcro particles 
velocities and locations by virtue of the luminous 
impact-induced micro-plasma. This micro-plasma is 
viewed by the IMACON, looking parallel to the target 
surface, via a slit t i~at limits the field-of-v;?w iCoV) to 
no more than 100~ltv at the target surface (Figure 1). 
The camera is triggered to begin imaging at the time 
of launch of the particles. The arrival of each 
hypervelocity particle produces a light flash on the 
photographic image with a horizontal (time-axis) 
displacement proportional to the impact velocity. 
Since the flight distance is known to be 7.05M.05m 
the velocity may be calculated from the time-of-flight. 
Impact site location is derived from the vertical 
d~splacement of the flash on the streaked 
photographic image of the slit. Each impact 
produces two f!ash images, one displaced positively, 
the other displaced negatively, from the image 
horizontal center-line. Light emitting diodes (LEOS) 
are placed at known positions such that their 
cont~nuous images provide boundaries on tne 
photographic image ccrresponding to the impact 
zone limits. 

capacitors impact 

\MACON 790 
streak camera 

Figure 1. Schemt!ic of HyperveWty Impact Facility 
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Caoabilit~es Descn~tion. The HIF has the 
following special attributes which make d unique and 
rdeal for the study of impact and impact-induced 
phenomena: 

Utilizes plasma drag phenomena to produce a 
particle stream with min~mal break-up and a wide 
range of velocities rn a smgle experiment. 

Accelerates a wide range of materials successfully. 

Enables user to study accelerated a g i n ~  through 
multipk impacts without breaking vacuum. 

Operates with an advanced diagnostics suite 
capable of trackmg and completely characterizing up 
to 50 particles in a single experiment. 

Provides a clean experiment in that accelera'n- 
produced debris is mmimal and ident~fiable 

Offers the flexibility of three experiments per day. 

Offers a large target chamber to accommodate fully 
functioning spacecraft components while under a 
vanety ot space ctimuli such as ultraviolet radiation, 
atomic oxygen, space plas:m, and micio particles. 

Equrpped w~th 40 channels of electrical 
diagnost~cs, some with a bandwidth of 500 Mhz. 

Figure 2. Crater created it? a copper target by an 
olivme r licro-particle travelling at between 10-1 1 
kmls at en angle of 45". Notp the deep crater 
structure, even at such an oblique angle, and the 
pronounced crater lip. 

space debris particle 

arc to 
\ 

ne space plasma 
solid \ 
ejecta 

Figure 3. Schematic of hypervelocity impact on a 
solar cell. Note the emission of copious amounts of 
ejecta which can interact with the local ambient 
space en\rironment. 

General Test Protocol. After a significantly 
large number of shots (in the hundr,Js), the SPI 
research team has successful;y combined its 
"lessons learned" and various user requests into a 
packaged set of research capabilities for the HIF 
(disci~ssed abode). A rigorou: test protocol was 
developed and implemented nearly twc years ago. 
This milestone has led to continua! incremental 
improvements in the fac~lity's performance. SPI 
researchers have demonstrated that accelerated life 
testing is a necessity in order to study system 
survivab~lity and degraded system performance as a 
result of impacts, as well as to study system reliability 
and failure modes. 7Aese determinations can be 
made through HIF testing, at reduszed cost, and with 
no risk to space mis.cion/launch equipment and 
personnel. Tests currently being conducted S r  
users from industry and government laboratories 
have rncluded an analysis of particle craters, particle 
velocitres for rdentifiable ~mpact sites, qualitative 
damage analyses, and v~deo documentation of 
damage !o space systems. 

mica1 R e w c n  on v. In one 
particular research effort (for NASA Langley), the SPI 
team conducted experiments on the effects of 
impact angles on crater morphology and impactor 
residue retent: l: n as a result of hypervelocity impacts 
upon selectec +arget materials (5). The study of 
impact angles which were 30, 45, 60, and 75 
degrees from tne particle flight path showed some 
interesting results. First, in the case of the 30 and 
45-degree angles, researchers concluded that the 
craters were almost identical to normal incidence 



impacts when operatmg at veloc~t~es greater than 8 
km/s. The most notable difference appeared to be 
the distribution of the part~cle residue within the 
crater. More apparent differences were observed 
with the 60 and 75-degree impact angles, principrlly 
In the crater symmetry, crater lip shape, and particle 
residue distribut~on in the same velocity regime. As 
of late 1993, the investigators were able to quantify 
the impactor residue fractronation effects to the first 
order. The test results suggest that a combination of 
crater morphology and residue analysis can give 
evidence of impact azimuth even when the crater 
profile is near hemispherical (as in the case of 30 and 
45-degree impacts). It is also believed that crater lip 
structure can be correlated with impact azimuth 
angle, even for impacts from 0 to 45 degrees (see 
Figure 2). This research for NASA demonstrated the 
faciii$'s bapability to study discrete target impact 
angles, a task requiring careful set-up of the target 
plates in the HIF and the designing of spec~ally- 
machined target holders (all done in-house). At the 
completion of this test sequence, the team 
concluded that a combination of analysis techniques 
could yield even further information on impact 
velocity, direction, and angle of incidence. 

Tv~ical Data Obtained from Tests. Figure 4 
illus!rates typical data taken from a series of NASA- 
initiated tests on an elodized aluminum plate 
designed for space station use. The data depicts 
typical crater dimensions for a total of 31 s~!~con 
carbide micro particles. The velocity distribution 
vanes from 1 to 12 km/s for these particles. 

NASA Target Plate 813 

Diameters (microns) 

Figure 4. Illustra'ion of a typical distribution of crater 
dimens~ons from a total of 31 ~mpact events 
produced by 75 micron Sic particles impacting upon 
m anodized aluminum plate. 

The number of particles may be controlled 
by the configuration of the gun plate, the armature 
load, and the diameter of the conical skimmers 
mounted In the flight tube to collimate the particle 
stream. Using the crater's dimensions, a particle's 
velocity measured by a streak camera, previously 
determined scaling laws (6) ,  and the materials 
parameters uf the target and prcjectile (particle), the 
research team may calculate +he ianpacting particles' 
dimensions as verification of the dimensions loaded 
at the st& t of the firing sequence. There has been 
excellent agreement between the initial particle 
dimensions and those calcblated from impact sites. 
There la, admittedly, some particle breakup due to 
acceleration forces after the armature tir ?s. 

Test and Data Analvsis -- the Coa. Rates for 
a tailored series of shots in the facility are subject to a 
number of factors. For example, the cost range for 
individual shots is usually calculated by incorporating 
the time required for set-up, the amount of special 
machining required for test apparati and fixtures, the 
number of man-hours expected to be devoted to 
the entire test sequence, the amount of post-impact 
analysis required, the complexity of the pre-impact 
facility preparation (ensuring that the exact veloc~ty 
regime for the type and number of particles 
requested by the user can be ,net), and the total 
number of shots In the series. At current rates, 
average costs vary from the "bare bones" figure of 
$1700/shot to the "full up" figure of $3200/shot, 
depending upon the inclusion of university indirect 
costs. "Average costs" quoted here are strictly 
est~mates based upon current operating expenses, 
materials costs, current man-hour costs, the analysis 
protocol required by the individual ~3er ,  the exact 
test series negotiated by the use.- with Auburn 
University, and, in some cases, the published 
indlrect coct planning factors for Auburn University. 
Discounts could be negotiated for iarge numbers of 
shots. 

n C a w .  Because of the 
superior data analysis and evaluation facility at the 
Institute, the SPI research dam has also evaluated 
the condition of solar photo voltaic electrical 
components flown on the Long Duraiion Exposure 
Facility (LDEF) as part of the Solar Array Materials 
Passive Experiment (AO-171). LDEF Fqen! nearly 
six years in LEO. Nine countries cordributed 57 
experiments to the research project which was 
originally launched in 1984 to study the long term 
effects from the harsh space environment. Similar 
hypervelocity impact tests have been made against 
NASA solar array modules intended for Space 
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SUMMARY 

In summary, the hypervelocity impact facility located 
w~thin the Space Power Institute at Auburn 
Univers~ty is being contracted out to industry and 
government lab users on a space available basis. 
The facility is well-equipped to provide data on many 
phenomena associated w~th Impac,:s on spacecraft 
and those materials used In their construction. The 
facility possesses many special attributes which 
enable its hypervelocity lmpact tests to be taiiored 
for specific user needs. The research team 
assigned to operate tPis faclhty 1s highly experienced 
and solely dedicated to the H'' and its study of 
impacts and impact-induced phenomena. The 
facility is flexible in its set-up, capable of completing 
multiple shots per day, versatile in accelerating 
various r. 7es and sizes of materials, and expert at 
delivering the required velocities to the target plate 
in a single experiment. In effect, it provides 
researchers with a capability to study aging effects 
by impacting target samples more than one time 
while not breaking a simulated space vacuum. 
Finally, the fac~lity is large enough to accommodate a 
variety of fully-functioning spacecraft components or 
sub-systenis while under a variety of space stimuli 
such as ultraviolet radiat~on, micro meteorads, space 
plasma, and atorn~c oxygen. 
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